
In expectant of new elections, reforms and transformations 

Now a country is in expectant of new elections of Ukraine president and possible 

changes in Parliament, Cabinet of Ministers and in Ministry of Education and Science 

of Ukraine (MESU). The last updates and reforms in industry of higher education 

introduced more additional questions, than answers for those transformations which 

were founded at beginning of 2016, however yet there is many misunderstanding 

concerning preparation of students for certain specialties, by absence of standards for 

its, that is causes a difference in looks to the different educational programs, but for 

same specialties and others like that. Until now MESU is not determined how will work 

and be carried out a quality of education control by means of independent agency of 

quality where, by the way, representatives quite of different entered and not all areas of 

knowledge, that is causes certain discussions on this occasion and questions: and where 

our higher school moves exactly? Actually to that quality which was provided to the 

graduating students and specialists in the last years and, which yet opened doors of most 

leading western firms from the European and American continents? Or such, which for 

the entered indicators of the budgetary financing compels already to search more cheap 

higher education outside Ukraine. Even need to say more, that departure meeting 

conducted MESU in Kharkiv with the rectors of leading high school of Ukraine in 

February was also did not bring in certain elucidations on this occasion, especially, who 

and as will measure quality of knowledge, can on one budgetary measurements to 

determine, for example, financing of preparation of specialists in the different regions of 

Ukraine and in high school, that have different terms of studies? Therefore nothing 

other remains how to adhere to positions of lifelong phrase: “will live - will see"!  

However life stands place: the release of magazine is advanced without regard to 

all barriers: positives and negatives in the coming world, because we are optimists, 

believe and expect the clever aspects to higher education in our country, self-weighted 

of those steps, which will do MESU on a way to determination of quality not only in 

education, but also in confession of level and categories of the printed editions. The 

release of magazine does not change the course in relation to included in new 

scientifically-metrical bases and receipt of more prestige levels of professional, and asks 

our supporters, readers, authors, opponents and reviewers of the articles to support us in 

this aspiration.  

We wish to all of us animation and successes on the way of realization of the put 

dreams, realization of the best expectations which give to us inspiration to the new 

performing. 
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